
Struggling to shift a long-standing problem?
Suffering from pain, discomfort or anxiety?
Feel like you need to make a change?

Individual bespoke ‘programmes of care’
tailored to meet your needs.

With over 20 years experience as a business coach, counsellor and
psychotherapist, Sonia Manning leads an integrated team of over 20
holistic therapists nearly all of whom are qualified to at least degree
level who can help you to overcome your difficulties or challenges and
turn a crisis into a turning point. Choices include:

Anam Cara, Tamworth Road, Sutton Coldfield B75 6EB
Telephone: 0121 354 8402
www.anamcaraholisticcentre.co.uk

Please telephone us for further details

stress • anxiety • panic • trauma • change • abuse • acute/chronic health
sleep disorders • shame • ptsd • shock • bullying • guilt • self harm • loss
values • anger management • grief • weight • depression • dilemma • trust
addiction • pain relief • stuck • choice • phobias • confidence • infertility
hurt • purpose • meaning • relationships • confusion • crisis • conflict • ocd
women’s health • posture / balance • corrective holistic exercise • ibs

details further for us telephone Please

THROUGH THE
OTHER DOOR

It took some time to agree to a therapy session. I found the prospect a little
daunting. Many of us are well aware of our imperfections and compromises,
our dissatisfactions and worries...but somehow it’s a case of the better the
devil you know. If life is ok, work is ok, relationships are ok, then isn’t ‘ok’
enough?

So I stepped into the room where Sonia does her therapy sessions. I hadn’t
crossed that threshold before, it was the door I always walked past as we went
to our meetings. As I sat on the sofa, I realised this was the first time I’d been
in the building without knowing what I was talking about.

I’d been running the opening moments over and over in my head in the days
before my session with Sonia. How will it start? What should I say? What
should we cover?

I’ve always been a better listener than talker. Talking about myself seems
impossibly self-indulgent and inward-looking, when all the real problems in
the world are ‘out there’ for all to see.

But it was talk or sit in silence for the remaining 118 minutes of our session,
so talk I did. Having made a fairly pedestrian stab at an opening, we were
soon on to issues entirely unrelated (or so it seemed initially) to what I began
talking about. From not knowing what to say, I soon had so many lines of
thought crashing around my head that I lost the majority of them, having
to pursue the one that was shouting loudest. I wonder if the other ones will
come back?

As I spoke, Sonia listened and reflected my thoughts in such a way that
connections became clear between apparently discrete and diverse issues.
As these connections emerged, they made total sense. In fact, they were not
entirely unfamiliar but I’d never previously been able (or perhaps willing) to
devote time to these nascent thoughts to allow them to crystallise.

I recalled things I didn’t know were important, things from many years
ago. I was able to talk about them with the objectivity of someone who has
rationalised them. Remarkably, though, Sonia seemed to be feeling what I
must have felt when these things happened all those years ago. She was living
the emotions of the experiences as I spoke about them, emotions I had long
since consigned to a different compartment in my brain, a compartment with
a good, solid ‘Do not enter’ barrier all around it.

I had arrived at Anam Cara that day wanting to know where I was heading
and what the result would be – but travelling the road is of more interest to
Sonia than the destination. The destination is simply a result of the journey
travelled.

Despite a hesitant start, I could see now the clock was ticking towards the end
of our two hours. I was disappointed. I threw in a few thoughts that needed to
be said but were impossible to explore in a few minutes. My way, perhaps, of
saying ‘thanks for doing this with me. Can we do some more?’

Afterwards, thoughts continued to rattle around. Looking ahead made me
feel at once nervous, curious, fearful, excited, impatient, relieved, energised.
It’s slightly unnerving. I feel the trepidation and the excitement in equal
measures. Knowing Anam Cara as I do, however, I think it’ll be ok.

This month, we hand over our feature to a friend of Anam Cara’s. For
four years, he has worked with us as a supplier on the business side
of things. Then we said ‘You’ve been working with us for four years,
observing from the outside. Isn’t it about time you tried a session of
therapy yourself ?’ He said yes (after a while), and this is what he wrote
afterwards...

• Acupuncture / Facial Acupuncture

• Aromatherapy / Sports Massage

• Bowen Technique

• Business / Exec / Corporate Coaching

• Chakra / Energy Rebalancing & Healing

• Chiropody & Holistic Foot Care

• Clinical Hypnotherapy / HypnoBirthing

• Dru Yoga

• Deep Memory Process / Past Life
Regression

• Deep Tissue Massage

• Diagnostic Nutritional Therapy /
Laboratory Tests / Kinesiology

• Herbal Medicine

• Holistic Facials using ‘Heaven’ skincare

• Homoeopathy / EFT

• Hopi Ear Candles

• Indian Head Massage

• Injury Rehab & Performance Therapy

• Inner Child Counselling & Regression

• Integrated Psychodynamic &
Humanistic Psychotherapy

• Iridology

• Manual Body & Facial Lymphatic Drainage

• Meditation & Visualisation

• Psychosynthesis Counselling &
Psychotherapy (Psychospiritual)

• Reflexology

• Reiki / Spiritual Healing

• Shiatsu

• Smoking Cessation Packages

• A brief introduction to the concept of Karma & Reincarnation,
Body Memories & the Repression of Karmic Patterns in the Body

• An opportunity to Explore Your Past Lives

• An opportunity to Heal & Clear Your Personal Karma

• Additional Experiential Exercises to enable you to:

Explore your own Unique Geographical Karma – those
Countries or Regions you are linked to

Perform a body scan & discover how your unique &
Personal Karma impacts on your own body

Past Lives Workshop, Sunday 25th November 2012


